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		HTML5 is the new catchall term for “the Web.” Like Ajax and Web 2.0 before, the term
	
		can cause confusion when used in different contexts. HTML5 is technically the fifth
	
		revision of the HTML markup language, but you will find the term being used to describe
	
		an umbrella of next-generation web technology specifications that include
	
		CSS3, SVG, and JavaScript APIs.
	


	
		In order to understand HTML5 in this context, first it is important to understand that
	
		HTML5 is not one technology that is applied or added to a web application. There are
	
		more than 30 specifications within the HTML5 umbrella, and each is at a different
	
		stage of maturity. Furthermore, each specification is also at a different state of adoption
	
		and, potentially, implementation, by the major browser manufacturers.
	


	
		Depending on an application’s business requirements, the app’s developer will pick
	
		and choose the HTML5 features to take advantage of. It is entirely possible that only
	
		a handful of the available specifications will be used for the final implementation of a
	
		modern web application.
	


	
		Critics often proclaim it is necessary to wait until HTML5 is 100% supported before
	
		you use it in your application. This is simply not true. Many specifications have already
	
		reached maturity and are fully implemented by modern browsers. Other specifications
	
		are at an early stage of development, or are poorly supported by some of the
	
		major browser manufacturers. It’s important to know which specification type you are
	
		using. Research is helpful, but the only true way to tell is to thoroughly test your apps
	
		in all browsers.
	


	
		For the specifications that are newer or that aren’t as strongly supported, some clever
	
		developers have produced free and open source code that can be utilized to shim, or
	
		polyfill, support in older browsers. As defined by Remy Sharp, “A polyfill, or polyfiller,
	
		is a piece of code (or plug-in) that provides the technology that you, the developer,
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MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft® Excel® ExpertMicrosoft Press, 2011


	Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As

	a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured

	by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the

	competence of their workforce. As an employee or job seeker, you...
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Robust Adaptive Beamforming (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The latest research and developments in robust adaptive beamforming
Recent work has made great strides toward devising robust adaptive beamformers that vastly improve signal strength against background noise and directional interference. This dynamic technology has diverse applications, including radar, sonar, acoustics, astronomy, seismology,...
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Managing Business Risk: A Practical Guide to Protecting Your BusinessKogan Page, 2010

	
		Effective risk management is a vital issue to consider when looking to safeguard a company’s commercial future and deal with the latest regulatory requirements. Managing Business Risk enables readers to maintain the clearest possible controls on risks that may threaten their businesses, while at the same time deliver...
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Logic Synthesis for Compositional Microprogram Control Units (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008
The control unit is one of the most important parts of any digital system. As a rule, control units have an irregular structure, which makes the processing of their logic circuits design very sophisticated. One possible way to optimise such characteristics as the size or performance of control units is to adapt their structures to the particular...
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The OPEN Process Framework: An IntroductionAddison Wesley, 2001
The OPEN Process Framework provides a template for generating flexible, yet disciplined, processes for developing high-quality software and system applications within a predictable schedule and budget.  Using this framework as a starting point, you can create and tailor a process to meet the specific needs of the project.
If you are a project...
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Enterprise, Business-Process and Information Systems Modeling: 12th International ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	This book contains the proceedings of two long-running events held in connection
	to the CAiSE conferences relating to the areas of enterprise, business-process and
	information systems modeling:


	• The 12th International Conference on Business Process Modeling, Development
	and Support (BPMDS 2011)
	• The 16th...
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